Bringing Freedom to Parenting
The Work of Byron Katie
with Rosie Stave
July 15th & 16th

9.30am – 5.00 pm

The Garden Studio, Ocean Grove
Question your thinking and change your life.
Are you caught in the parent trap? “It’s all too much; I don’t know
what to do; he/she doesn't appreciate me; the world’s not safe.”
Thoughts like these may run through our minds, fostering fear,
anger, struggle, stress. How different would your life be if these
thoughts never bothered you again?
The Work is a way to bring us to clarity, freedom and ease in all
our relationships and with life. It is a process that clears the mind.
It is a way to identify and question the thoughts that cause all the
suffering and violence in the world. The Work is simply four
questions and a turnaround, which is a way of experiencing the
opposite of what you believe.
It is so simple that anyone with an open mind can do it. This
process works and it is radical and life-changing.
Come experience the power of The Work as you gain freedom
in your parenting.

July 15th & 16th, 2017 ** 9.30am – 5.00pm each day
The Garden Studio, 73 The Esplanade, Ocean Grove
$315 or $290 Early Bird – pay by 30th June
The cost includes materials & morning & afternoon teas.
Bring your own lunch.

Contact: Sandy on 0419 923 413 or Lisa on 0412 329 085

Enroll: www.freedom-parenting.eventbrite.com.au

Rosie is a mother, grandmother,
ex
teacher
and
Certified
Facilitator of The Work of Byron
Katie.
She
has
facilitated
individuals and groups in The
Work
since 1996 when she
helped set up The Center for The
Work in Barstow, California. The
freedom this inquiry has created
in Rosie’s life and the lives of
others fuels her continued
passion for this gift and her
sharing of it. Come join her in
discovering your own wisdom
and truth. Come share in the
experience of learning to open to
‘True Freedom'.
“Rosie facilitates The Work with
such
tenderness,
compassion,
insightfulness, humour and humility
– she is magnanimous, tireless and
abundantly patient. She is a rare and
exceptionally loving human being!”
Amanda , Adelaide
“It was amazing to be led by such an
open and ‘real’ human. An open and
supportive space was created by
Rosie.” Participant, 2 day workshop.
For more information about The
Work go to www.thework.com or
www.theworkwithrosie.com

In preparation for this workshop
read ‘Loving What Is’ by Byron
Katie.

Byron Katie’s Work is a great blessing for our planet.” Eckhart Tolle, author of ‘A New Earth’

